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SERIES 2 RIBBONLYTE
HIGH EFFICIENCY | TIGHT LED SPACING | SHORT CUT LENGTHS

STATIC WHITE  1800K | 2000K | 2200K | 2400K | 2700K | 3000K | 3500K | 4000K | 6000K
STATIC COLOR  Red | Amber | Green | Blue | Violet

We have updated our signature RibbonLyte product line to provide a 40% or more increase in lumens per watt, lumens per foot, and LEDs per foot. RibbonLyte now has tighter LED spacing and shorter cuttable lengths. We’ve also introduced RibbonLyte Micro 1.0, 3.0 and 4.5 W/ft, with an ultra slim 5 mm width, for creating unique visual effects and precision lighting for tight spaces.

NEW
0.75 W/ft
• Static White at 3500K: 130 lm/W
• LED Pitch: 49 LEDs/ft (160 LEDs/m)

NEW
1.5 | 2.2 | 3.0 | 4.4 W/ft
• 1.5 Static White at 3500K: 138 lm/W
• 2.2 Static White at 3500K: 135 lm/W
• 3.0 Static White at 3500K: 137 lm/W
• 4.4 Static White at 3500K: 133 lm/W
• LED Pitch: 49 LEDs/ft (160 LEDs/m)

NEW
3.0 | 4.5 W/ft Micro
• 0.2 in. width (5 mm)
• Fits in 0.3 in. wide channel (7.6 mm)
• Static White at 3500K: 109 lm/W
• LED Pitch: 43 LEDs/ft (140 LEDs/m)

NEW
1.0 W/ft Micro
• 0.2 in. width (5 mm)
• Fits in 0.3 in. wide channel (7.6 mm)
• Static White at 3500K: 109 lm/W
• LED Pitch: 43 LEDs/ft (140 LEDs/m)

5.0 | 6.0 W/ft
• 5.0 Static White at 3500K: 135 lm/W
• 6.0 Static White at 3500K: 132 lm/W
• LED Pitch: 68 LEDs/ft (224 LEDs/m)

NEW
3.0 | 4.5 W/ft Micro
• 0.2 in. width (5 mm)
• Fits in 0.3 in. wide channel (7.6 mm)
• 3.0 Static White Micro at 3500K: 107 lm/W
• 4.5 Static White Micro at 3500K: 103 lm/W
• LED Pitch: 43 LEDs/ft (140 LEDs/m)

* IP65 is not available for 1800K, 2000K, and 2200K.
** IP68 is not available for 1800K, 2000K, and 2200K.
*** CRI applies to Static White RibbonLyte only.